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Please take a moment to watch Todd speaking from Haiti, some shot just moments ago. Also included
are videos of people being healed last night in our crusade meeting. Blind are seeing, deaf are hearing,
mute are speaking, tumors are disappearing and hundreds are being saved each day during the
outreaches and at each crusade meeting!

CRUSADE CROWD DOUBLES SECOND NIGHT, HUNDREDS MAKE FIRST TIME DECISION FOR
CHRIST
For the last few days we've been busy all day with outreaches in Cite Soliel, the poorest area in the
western hemisphere just a few minutes north of Port au Prince. We've held a crusade in the area for
the last two evenings where many thousands are gathering and crowds are doubling each night as the
news miracles spread in the area. Tonight is our final crusade night and we expect the streets
surrounded the venue will be jammed full of people and the crusade grounds will be beyond capacity as
many incredible miracles are happening and hundreds are saved each night. Please view the videos to
see some of what is happening. As well for the next few days we will continue with daily outreaches to
the area.

PLEASE HELP US CONTINUE TO PROVIDE SAFE WATER- SITUATION URGENT!
We have also been helping a local ministry provide clean, safe drinking water to the people of Cite
Soliel by purchasing pipes and supplies to connect the system already in place that purifies the water
and giving funds for water trucks to bring the water into the area to be purified and distributed to
people in need. This effort will directly save lives that are being taken by the cholera epidemic at a rate
of, by some estimates, 1000 infections each day in Haiti. People are so desperate for water that we
have seen them scooping extremely filthy water from puddles on the street just a few feet from open
sewers.

I know many of you have already given and the people of Haiti are so appreciative of your generosity.
Please spread the word and prayerfully consider continuing to help us meet this desperate need. It is
absolutely heart wrenching to watch this extreme poverty happen right before our eyes. Yesterday as
Todd preached in the slums just a few feet away there was a baby, just months old, crawling through
garbage crying looking for something to eat or someone to help them.

We cannot leave without doing everything possible. Please consider helping us as we work along side
an orphanage where there are 30 children aged 3-15 years old who lost their parents in the
earthquake last year. We also want to continue to provide clean drinking water to the people in this
devastated area. We are committed to Haiti long term and need people willing to pray and stand with
us.

Today is the one year anniversary of the Haiti earthquake. Former president Bill Clinton is here, Franklin
Graham was just here, all the major news networks and many ministries are here for this day to report
and pray with the people of Haiti.

Thank you partners and friends for your generosity.
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